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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following best completes the passage below?
At large amusement parks, live shows are used very deliberately
to influence crowd movements.
Lunchtime performances relieve the pressure on a park's
restaurants. Evening performances have a rather different
purpose: to encourage visitors to stay for supper. Behind this

surface divergence in immediate purpose there is the unified
underlying goal of______
A. utilizing the restaurants at optimal levels for as much of
the day as possible
B. avoiding as far as possible traffic jams caused by visitors
entering or leaving the park
C. keeping the lines at the various rides short by drawing off
part of the crowd
D. encouraging as many people as possible to come to the park
in order to eat at the restaurants
E. enhancing revenue by attracting people who come only for the
live shows and then leave the park
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following technologies are used in the Huawei
HyperVault DR Solution? (Multiple Choice)
A. Mirror
B. Remote replication
C. Snapshot
D. eReplication
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company would like to deploy a library -server and two
resource manager databases on IBM AIX servers with IBM DB2 for
a supported IBM Content Manager High Availability solution.
They want to deploy the active library server database on an
AIX server without any active resource manager databases for
performance consideration in the initial configuration.
At a minimum, how marry AIX servers are needed to meet the
solution requirement?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your network contains an Active Directory domain named
contoso.com. The domain contains a server named Server1 that
runs Windows Server 2012.
Server1 is the enterprise root certification authority (CA) for
contoso.com. You need to enable CA role separation on Server1.

Which tool should you use?
A. The Certsrv command
B. The Certutil command
C. The Certificates snap-in
D. The Authorization Manager console
Answer: B
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